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Abstract

In comparison with the spread of Perso-Arabic astrological traditions into medieval
Europe, the Indian reception of the same knowledge systems, known in Sanskrit as
tājika-́sāstra, has received little scholarly attention. e present article attempts to
shed some light on the history of the transmission of tājika-́sāstra by examining
the statements of Sanskrit authors about their earliest non-Indian sources. In
particular, the identities of five traditionally cited authorities—Yavana, Khindhi,
Hillāja, Khattakhutta and Romaka—are discussed on the basis of text-internal,
historical and linguistic evidence.
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Introduction

Over the past century much valuable research has been done on the his-
tory of astrology, from the Greek writers of classical antiquity through the
medieval Arabic authors and their Latin translators into the early mod-
ern period of European history. By comparison, the development of Hel-
lenistic astrology on the Indian subcontinent from the early centuries of
the Common Era has received little attention: historians of astrology have
generally lacked the knowledge of Sanskrit necessary to engage with the
Indian material, while indologists have preferred to focus on other aspects
of Indian cultural history. Even less studied, however, is the development
of Arabic-language astrology in India during the second millennium.

Perso-Arabic astrology, known in its Sanskritized form as Tājika, entered
the Saurā

˙
s
˙
tra peninsula of north-western India at some time between the

ninth and thirteenth centuries, roughly contemporaneously with its arrival
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in Christian Europe via al-Andalus. Despite some initial resistance it was
soon naturalized, and is still present in India today. e only scholar of
the twentieth century to have devoted any serious attention to the Tājika
school was the late David Pingree, whose brief overview of its development
represented the current state of research into the topic at the time of his
passing away in .1 Prior to Pingree I am aware only of Albrecht Weber’s
brief study, dating to the mid-nineteenth century, of the voluminous Tājika
work Hāyanaratna.2

Notwithstanding the great value of Pingree’s ground-breaking contri-
butions, his characterization of Tājika as having ‘a basic Indian core to
which are added elements derived from the Arab/Persian texts on which
it drew’ can hardly be justified.3 e core which classical Indian astrology
shares with Tājika is not in itself Indian, but rather derives from the com-
plex of Hellenistic ideas out of which both traditions grew: the symbolism
of the seven planets, twelve zodiacal signs, and twelve horoscopic places.
Other than these, the fundamental precepts of Tājika are markedly dif-
ferent from those of earlier Indian jyoti

˙
sa, and comprise many Hellenistic

doctrines which either never reached India or else did not survive there,
including much of the system of aspects (σχηματισμοί), sects (αἱρέσεις),
lots (κλῆροι), terms (ὅρια), triplicities (τρίγωνοι), etc.

As already intimated, the precise time and circumstances of the transmis-
sion of Perso-Arabic astrology into the Saurā

˙
s
˙
tra region are as yet unclear. I

have recently attempted to shed some light on the subject by identifying the
Arabic source text—datable to the former half of the ninth century—for
certain central features of Tājika doctrine, thus establishing a terminus post
quem.4 In what follows, I should like to approach the issue from a somewhat
different angle by considering what the Sanskrit Tājika authors tell us about
their earliest, non-Indian sources—in particular, the statements made by
Balabhadra in his Hāyanaratna, mentioned above. Although a compara-
tively late work, completed in Agra in the year , the Hāyanaratna gives
a unique overview of the development of the Tājika school by extensive
quotations from authors spanning five centuries.5

1) See Pingree (), –. Pertinent information may also be found in Pingree (–
 and ).
2) See Weber ().
3) Pingree (), .
4) Gansten and Wikander ().
5) Assuming a th-century date for the Brahman author Samarasi

˙
mha, discussed below.

e Sanskrit text of the Hāyanaratna is currently available to me in one printed edition
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Near the beginning of his work, Balabhadra states:

[Here] the essence [of the writings] of Samarasi
˙
mha, [being] the consensus

of Hillāja, the noble Khattakhutta, Khindhi and Romaka, is set forth as the
results pertaining to the year. […] e word Tājika denotes the treatise (́sāstra)
composed by Yavanācārya in the Persian language, comprising one aspect of
astrology and having for its outcome the prediction of the various kinds of
results of annual [astrology] and so on.6

e identities behind these names, which either point directly to a non-
Indian origin (Yavana, Romaka) or are otherwise unknown in Sanskrit
literature (Khindhi, Hillāja, Khattakhutta), are the subject of the present
investigation.

Yavana

Although Balabhadra unequivocally refers to Yavana—an appellation used
by this time of any foreigner from the west, and predominantly of Mus-
lims—as the name of a particular teacher (ācārya), it is unlikely to refer
to an actual historical figure.7 e name—or, rather, epithet—occurs in
a mythologized account of Tājika history ascribed to Romaka (discussed
below), involving the incarnation of the sun god among the western bar-
barians as the result of a curse; and it seems quite probable that it was seized
upon by Balabhadra as a stratagem to defend the legitimacy of the Tājika
science in a Brahmanical context.

Having first identified Yavana or Yavanācārya as the original source of
Tājika, Balabhadra brings up a prima facie objection, based on an unnamed
source of religious law (sm

˙
rti), against speaking Yavana language even in

(dated ) and two MSS (, ). In quotations given below, the orthography has
been tacitly normalized, and obvious scribal errors corrected.
6)

hillājakhattakhuttāryakhindhiromakasammatam /
sāra

˙
m samarasi

˙
mhasya kriyate vār

˙
sika

˙
m phalam //

[…] yavanācārye
˙
na pārasyā bhā

˙
sayā pra

˙
nı̄ta

˙
m jyoti

˙
h́sāstraikadésarūpa

˙
m

vār
˙
sikādinānāvidhaphalādésaphalaka

˙
m śāstra

˙
m tājikásabdavācyam //

7) A few shorter, preserved Sanskrit texts on Tājika are attributed to ‘Yavana’; see Pingree
(), . e work described by Balabhadra, however, was composed in a non-Indian
language. For a recent discussion on the appellation Yavana, see Plofker ().
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the face of death—and, by extension, against studying Yavana literature.8
He then refutes this objection using a number of arguments of varying
strength, including the fact that Yavana is mentioned in a traditional San-
skrit list of authorities on astronomy, and that a classical (non-Tājika)
work on astrology exists, composed in Sanskrit by Yavanācārya and enti-
tled Yavanajātaka.9 Whether Balabhadra really believed the author of the
Yavanajātaka to be identical with the originator of Tājika is a moot point;
but he concludes that the religious injunction against studying Yavana writ-
ings concerns only such areas as poetry and rhetoric, and not the astral
sciences.

Another aspect of Balabhadra’s account which deserves our particular
attention is the identity of the foreign language discussed here. Balabhadra
explicitly states that the source text of Tājika was composed ‘in the Persian
language’ (pārasyā bhā

˙
sayā); but he goes on to say:

at same treatise was rendered into the Sanskrit language by those born after
him, Samarasi

˙
mha and other Brahmans versed in grammar, and that [work],

too, is denoted by the word Tājika. erefore they too use all the same terms,
such as ikkavāla.10

Ikkavāla is the Sanskritized form of "iqbāl, the first of the sixteen planetary
configurations or yogas which form a cornerstone of Tājika doctrine. As
demonstrated by Ola Wikander and myself, not only are these sixteen terms
Arabic rather than Persian; but they were lifted, along with a great deal of
explanatory material, from the Kitāb al-"a

˙
hkām #alā "n-ni

˙
sba al-falakiyya, a

work composed in Arabic by the Jewish astrologer Sahl ibn Bishr (c. –
?).11 is raises the question of whether Persian and Arabic were in fact,

8) na vaded yāvanı̄
˙
m bhā

˙
sā

˙
m prā

˙
nai

˙
h ka

˙
n
˙
thagatair api, literally: ‘even when the [vital]

breaths are in one’s throat’. I am grateful to Prof. S.R. Sarma for alerting me to this
idiomatic expression, correctly understood by Weber (), , who renders it ‘auch
wenn’s Einem ans Leben geht’, though not by Pingree (), , who translates ‘by breath
that (accidentally) comes from one’s throat’. Persian words could hardly be supposed to
emanate ‘accidentally’ from the throat of a Brahman, and -gata in a compound typically
signifies presence in, not emergence from (which would be more naturally expressed by
-udgata).
9) is is the Yavanajātaka of Sphujidhvaja, composed in the rd century , edited and
translated by Pingree ().
10) tadanantarasa

˙
mbhūtai

˙
h samarasi

˙
mhādibhir adhı̄tavyākara

˙
nair brāhma

˙
nais tad eva śās-

tra
˙
m sa

˙
msk

˙
rtásabdopanibaddha

˙
m tad api tājikásabdavācyam eva // ata evaitais tā eva ikkavā-

lādayo yāvantya
˙
h sa

˙
mjñā upanibaddhā

˙
h //

11) See Gansten and Wikander ().
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to Balabhadra’s mind, two distinct languages. It must be remembered that
while Balabhadra lived and worked in the Persian-speaking milieu of the
Mughal court—he dedicates his work to his young patron Shāh Shujā#
and describes himself as a resident of the royal palace—there is nothing
to suggest that he studied or even had a working knowledge of Arabic.12

rough Persian, a number of Arabic words would certainly have found
their way into Balabhadra’s vocabulary; but it is by no means certain that
he thought of them as anything other than ‘Persian’.

Khindi/Khindhi

Despite his use of the apologetically convenient epithet Yavana, Balabhadra
would have been well aware that Samarasi

˙
mha, to whom he refers as the

first Brahmanical author on Tājika, invoked the authority of a very different
name in the introductory verses of his work:

Bowing to Vāc, Ga
˙
napati, the principal [deity] of household rites, that witness

of acts whose attributes are imperceptible, and [my] teacher, I extract a small
lamp [called] Light on actions from the great Lamp [illuminating] the Tājika
teaching composed by Śr̄ı Khindika.13

e suffix -ka appears to have been added for purely metrical reasons, as
is often the case: Balabhadra gives the name as Khindhi, with a double
aspiration.

Weber believed this Khindi or Khindhi to be ‘offenbar niemand anders
als Alkindi’, that is, Abū Yūsuf Ya#qūb ibn Is

˙
hāq al-Kindı̄ (c. –), the

‘philosopher of the Arabs’ and a widely respected authority on astrology.
Pingree does not even touch on this possibility, but believes the name

12) Balabhadra appears to have been closely connected with the ruling circles: his guru Rāma
Daivajña’s elder brother Nı̄laka

˙
n
˙
tha was astrologer royal (jyoti

˙
sarāja) to the emperor Akbar;

see Pingree (), .
13) Quoted in Pingree (), :

natvā gira
˙
m ga

˙
napati

˙
m g

˙
rhakarmamukhya

˙
m

ta
˙
m karmasāk

˙
si
˙
nam alak

˙
syagu

˙
na

˙
m guru

˙
m ca /

śrı̄khindikoktagurutājikatantradı̄pāt
karmaprakā́sam a

˙
nudı̄pakam uddharāmi //

I have not yet been able to locate either a printed or a MS copy of Samarasi
˙
mha’s work. My

translation of the verse differs somewhat from Pingree’s, but not in any way which would
affect the arguments presented here.
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Khindi to have been derived from a Persian or Arabic (al)-Hindı̄, that is,
‘the Indian’.14 is is not, on the face of it, an unlikely scenario. A number
of astrologers with the epithet al-Hindı̄, commonly Latinized as ‘Indus’, are
known to have been active in the Perso-Arabic cultural area from the ninth
century, not least in the Bayt al-

˙
Hikma (‘House of Wisdom’) in Baghdad,

where Persian and Indian works on astrology were translated into Arabic;
and it would seem reasonable to presume one of them to have acted as the
connecting link in the opposite direction as well.

However, Pingree’s assumption carries linguistic problems. Indian tran-
scriptions of Persian and Arabic phonemes are by no means uniform, partic-
ularly when observed over time and across linguistic-geographical borders.
Nevertheless, comparing the thirty-odd Arabic technical terms typically
encountered in Tājika works, all of which were presumably Sanskritized
in Saurā

˙
s
˙
tra at the same period in time, certain regularities emerge.15 One

such concerns Arabic unvoiced, non-emphatic stops, which, being slightly
aspirated, tend to be rendered by the corresponding aspirate variants in
Sanskrit: thus, inthihā for Ar. "intihā, itthásāla for Ar. "itti

˙
sāl.16 On the same

principle, the Arabic phoneme k is rendered by Sanskrit kh—which, how-
ever, may also represent Arabic kh (

˘
h): thus, khattakhutta for Ar. kadkhudāh

(discussed below), khallāsara for Ar. khalā" s-sayr. A non-aspirate Sanskrit k
rather signifies Arabic q: thus, kabbūla for Ar. qabūl, kuttha for Ar. quwwa.
Arabic h and

˙
h are both rendered by Sanskrit h: thus, hillāja for Ar. hı̄lāj

(discussed below), hadda for Ar.
˙
hadd.

In the light of these observations, it is difficult to see how the epithet al-
Hindı̄ could have been Sanskritized as Khindi (or Khindhi). e Sanskrit
form is much more likely to represent an Arabic Kindı̄ (or possibly Khindı̄,
if such a name should exist), with a shortening of the final vowel to mark
the masculine gender. Despite the fact that Weber’s attempts at Arabic

14) Pingree (), ; (), ; (), .
15) ese broad rules differ to some extent from those outlined by Weber (),  f. on
the basis of the Pāras̄ıprakā́sa, composed several centuries later and further to the north
than the early Tājika texts. e list of Arabic loanwords in the Sanskrit Kālacakratantra
(composed in the former half of the th century, but in the north-east of India rather
than the north-west) given by Newman (), , is too brief, and too contaminated by
pseudo-etymologization on the part of the Sanskrit authors, to be very useful for purposes
of comparison; but it does corroborate some of the principles mentioned here: for instance,
Ar. makka is rendered by makha, Ar. ra

˙
hmān by rahman/rahma

˙
na.

16) e one exception seems to be initial t, which is not aspirated—presumably because
initial th is extremely rare in Sanskrit (occurring only in a handful of roots, mostly ono-
matopoeic), and therefore a less than natural choice when Sanskritizing foreign terms.
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etymology were not always successful, his suggestion therefore appears to
me in this case to be by far the more probable one.17

To date, few of the source texts used by Samarasi
˙
mha and other Tājika

authors have been identified with any degree of certainty; and none of
those identified was composed either by al-Kindı̄ or by any of the astrolog-
ical writers known in Arabic as al-Hindı̄. Rather, as related above, a major
source of Tājika doctrine appears to have been Sahl ibn Bishr, who is not
mentioned by name in any Sanskrit work known to me. As a possible expla-
nation of these facts, I should like to hypothesize the existence of an Arabic-
language compendium dating to the ninth century or later and including
excerpts from both al-Kindı̄ and Sahl. If such a compendium were erro-
neously attributed to a single author, this would explain why Samarasi

˙
mha

presents doctrines actually taken more or less verbatim from Sahl as deriv-
ing ‘from the great Lamp [illuminating] the Tājika teaching composed by Śr̄ı
Khindika’. Several compendia of this sort are known to have existed both
in Arabic and in Latin during the medieval period, including al-Qa

˙
srānı̄’s

Jāmi# al-masā"il f̄ı a
˙
hkām an-nujūm and the anonymously compiled Liber

trium iudicum and Liber novem iudicum.18

Whatever Samarasi
˙
mha’s exact sources, he appears to have been one of

the first Brahmans—perhaps the very first—to write on Tājika, and his
work set a pattern followed by later authors; Balabhadra even refers to
Samarasi

˙
mha as ‘anointed to the rank of a sage (

˙
r
˙
si) among authors on

Tājika’ (tājikakart
˙
r
˙
su

˙
r
˙
sisthānābhi

˙
siktena samarasi

˙
mhena). More research is

needed to establish the precise degree of dependence of later writers on
Samarasi

˙
mha’s work, variously known as Karmaprakā́sa, Tājikatantrasāra,

Ga
˙
nakabhū

˙
sa
˙
na, and Manu

˙
syajātaka; but it seems quite likely that the

development of Tājika astrology in India was largely conditioned by the
sources he ascribed to ‘Khindi[ka]’.

Text-internal evidence from the Hāyanaratna does, however, also suggest
the historical existence of one or more lines of transmission not dependent
on Samarasi

˙
mha. One such line may perhaps be traced through Hema-

prabha Sūri, the Jaina author of the Trailokyaprakā́sa and a possible con-
temporary of Samarasi

˙
mha. Unfortunately, the dates of both authors are

17) Some of Weber’s mistaken etymologies have been handed down to posterity through
Monier-Williams’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary; cf. the entries tambı̄ra, músallaha and hadda,
the first of which is discussed in some detail by Gansten and Wikander ().
18) Ya#qūb ibn #Al̄ı al-Qa

˙
srānı̄ flourished during the latter half of the th century; the Liber

trium iudicum and Liber novem iudicum are linked by Burnett  to Hugo of Santalla,
mid- to late th century.
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uncertain: Pingree places Samarasi
˙
mha’s work at any time between c. 

and , with a possible date of  based on a report of one manuscript;
that of Hemaprabha is traditionally dated to , but the earliest extant
manuscript was copied in .19 Irrespective of the precise dates, Hema-
prabha’s work appears quite different in both style and content from those
of Samarasi

˙
mha and his followers, and is probably based on different

sources.

Hillāja and Khattakhutta

e next two names on our list have a complex history. Pingree does not
mention Khattakhutta at all, and refers to hillāja not as a proper name
but as a technical term.20 In this he is ultimately historically correct; but
he omits to mention the fact that to generations of Tājika authors—
possibly dating back to the time of Samarasi

˙
mha, and still today—Hillāja

is the name of a historical figure. Balabhadra quotes the encyclopaedic

˙
To

˙
darānanda, the jyoti

˙
sa section of which was completed in  by his

guru’s brother, Nı̄laka
˙
n
˙
tha Daivajña:21

Khattakhutta, Romaka, Hillāja, Dhi
˙
sa

˙
na, and Durmukhācārya: these are the

propounders of Tājika.22

With the words ‘Hillāja says’ (hillājena … uktam), Balabhadra also relates
the myth of Tājika originating with the sun god, incarnate among the
western barbarians:

[is science] was all obtained from the sharp-rayed [sun god], who, by a curse
issued from the mouths of Brahmā, Śiva and Vi

˙
s
˙
nu, had attained the state of

a barbarian (mleccha) in the city of Rome; therefore, it is fit to be studied by
the twice-born.23

19) See Pingree (), ; (), .
20) Pingree (),  f.; (), .
21) Pingree (), .
22)

khattakhutto romakás ca hillājo dhi
˙
sa
˙
nāhvaya

˙
h /

durmukhācārya ity ete tājikasya pravartakā
˙
h //

23)

késavi
˙
s
˙
numukhanirgatásāpān mlecchatādhigatatigmamarı̄ce

˙
h /

romake ca puri labdham áse
˙
sa

˙
m tad dvijātibhir ato "dhyayanı̄yam //
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Whatever text is referred to here (several titles with the prefix Hillāja-
exist), it is clear from this quotation that the author is no Arab or Per-
sian; but nor is Hillāja an Indian name. It is in fact a Sanskritization of
the Arabic hı̄lāj, from Persian hı̄lāg, translating the Greek αφέτης—the
‘releaser’ or main significator of life in a horoscope.24 e same Arabic
word was commonly Latinized by medieval translators as hyleg, with vari-
ants such as hylech or alhileg. e fictitious author Hillāja, then, appears to
have come into being through a two-stage process: first, and presumably
quite early in the history of Tājika, an Indian translator misunderstood
the Arabic hı̄lāj for a proper name; later, newly-composed Sanskrit works
on Tājika were attributed to this ‘Hillāja’ for the sake of added author-
ity.

Like hillāja, the word khattakhutta was never the name of an actual
author, and I am not even aware of any pseudepigraphous claims on it:
Khattakhutta seems to feature only in lists of Tājika authorities, along-
side Hillāja. is latter circumstance is significant: khattakhutta is in fact a
Sanskritization of the Persian kadkhudāh, borrowed into Arabic and trans-
lating the Greek οἰκοδεσπότης—the planet ‘ruling’ the hı̄lāj or αφέτης.25

(e Arabic form is generally Latinized as alcochoden, with many variants.)
e two concepts are therefore inextricably linked.

e identification of hillāja and khattakhutta as technical astrological
terms rather than proper names raises a further question: why, out of
dozens of such terms employed in the Arabic source texts, were these two
unintelligible to their Indian translator? One possible answer is that hillāja
and khattakhutta differ from the remaining technical vocabulary by being
of Persian rather than Arabic derivation.26 Should this indeed be the reason
for their misinterpretation, it would tell us that the Indian translator—
possibly Samarasi

˙
mha himself—was ignorant not only of Persian, but also

of parts of the foreign science with which he was engaging.
Before reaching any definite conclusions on the transmission of the

teachings on the hı̄lāj and kadkhudāh into India, more texts need to be stud-
ied—including the Hillājadı̄pikā (‘Lamp [illuminating the] hillāja’) and
Hillājāyurdāya (‘Life-span [according to the] hillāja’) listed by Pingree—

24) For the Arabic, Pingree consistently uses the vocalization haylāj—theoretically possible
but highly improbable, given the preserved Sanskrit and Latin forms.
25) I am grateful to Ola Wikander for first suggesting this explanation of khattakhutta.
26) Other technical terms of Persian origin (such as jānbakhtār ‘dispenser of life’ or sāl-
khudāh ‘ruler of the year’) do occur in Arabic astrological works but have not, to my present
knowledge, found their way into Sanskrit.
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to determine whether any still use the term in something resembling its
original sense. Closely related to the hı̄lāj or αφέτης in Greek and Arabic-
language astrology is the tasyı̄r or ἄφεσις, the method of ‘releasing’ a planet,
known in Latin as athazir or directio. A version of this prognostic proce-
dure was transmitted into Indian Tājika, where it is known as tās̄ıra; but
Balabhadra’s treatment of it makes no mention of the hillāja.

Romaka

Our final name is, once again, an epithet of very general denotation. At
least one Sanskrit work, the Romakatājika, is attributed to Romaka or
‘the Roman’; as related above, it contains the mythologized account of the
Hindu sun god teaching astrology to the Yavanas. e text is probably quite
late, and not based directly on any non-Indian original.

e idea of an actual ‘Roman’ source of Tājika teachings should not,
however, be dismissed out of hand. Balabhadra quotes his contemporary
Yādava Sūri (with whom he often disagrees, but whose views on contested
issues are generally more commensurate with historical fact than Bala-
bhadra’s) as stating:

When precession (ayanā
˙
mśa) has been added to the ascendant of birth, the

ruler of that [sign] where the inthihā [falls] is the ruler of the year. If it is a
benefic, one should declare the result to be good; if a malefic planet, it is not
auspicious: that [method] is approved by Romaka.27

e explicit reference to the use of the sāyana or tropical zodiac in connec-
tion with the Romans—in this epoch undoubtedly denoting the Byzantine
Greeks, whose self-identification as Ῥωμαῖοι was generally accepted in the
Perso-Arabic cultural area—is significant. e use of tropical values, popu-
larized through Ptolemy’s Πρόχειροι Κανόνες or Handy Tables, would have
been widespread in the Greek-speaking world, whereas Persian astrologers,

27)

janurvilagne sati sāyanā
˙
mśe yatrenthihā tatpatir abdapo "smin /

śubhe śubha
˙
m krūrakhage na bhavya

˙
m phala

˙
m vaded romakasa

˙
mmata

˙
m tat //

e simple procedure outlined here for identifying the ruler of the year (Persian and Arabic
sālkhudāh; Sanskrit var

˙
sésvara, with many synonyms) is the one found in the works of

Māshā"allāh and Abū Ma#shar (and of later authors dependent on them). e method found
in Tājika texts is considerably more complex, although undoubtedly Persian or Perso-Arabic
in origin.
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like their Indian colleagues, appear to have used sidereal values in their
techniques of annual prognostication.28 Yādava’s statement therefore sug-
gests an authentically Byzantine source.

Samarasi
˙
mha, too, makes explicit mention of Romaka as an important

Yavana authority, apparently alluding to—perhaps even originating—the
notion that the astrology conceived by Hindu sages was later brought west
(by the sun god?) and is now being repatriated to India:

Extracting from the ocean of astrology (horā) the entire science taught by
Śr̄ı Garga and other sages and celebrated by Satya and so on, which, having
nativities for its essence, was authored by Romaka and other Yavanas of
old …29

Whether Yādava’s and Samarasi
˙
mha’s romaka was intended to signify a

single author or an ethnic-linguistic group as a whole is not entirely clear,
as their use of compounds gives us only the stem form without either
singular or plural ending. If a single author was intended, we have almost
no data by which to identify him. Nevertheless, one name which must
spring to mind, considering what we know and suspect about other sources
used by the Tājika writers, is that of eophilus the Philosopher (–
), a Greek-speaking Maronite Christian from Edessa in present-day
Turkey.30 eophilus (who does indeed refer to Ptolemy’s Handy Tables in

28) On the use of a sidereal or fixed zodiac and its corollary, the sidereal year, in Persian
astrology, see, for instance, Kennedy and Pingree (), ff.; Burnett and Pingree (),
 f.; and Van Brummelen (), who explicitly distinguishes between the ‘Sasanian
Iranian tradition’ of sidereal values and the ‘Ptolemaic tradition’ of tropical values. e
conformity of Persian and Indian standards in this regard is corroborated by the overall
silence of Sanskrit Tājika works on zodiacal issues.
29) Quoted in Pingree (), :

śrı̄gargādimunipra
˙
nı̄tam akhila

˙
m satyādibhi

˙
h kı̄rtita

˙
m

śāstra
˙
m jātakasāram ādyayavanair yad romakādyai

˙
h k

˙
rtam /

tad dhorājaladher udasya …

My translation once more differs from Pingree’s, but only in one respect which concerns
us here: ādyayavanai

˙
h … romakādyai

˙
h can hardly mean, as Pingree has it, ‘by the ancient

Greeks (Yavanas) and Romans’: the possessive compound romakādyai
˙
h is an adjective qual-

ifying ādyayavanai
˙
h, so that the meaning according to Pingree’s understanding of the two

terms ought to be ‘by the Roman(s) and other ancient Greeks’.
30) Edessa is very near the famed city of

˙
Harrān, known in the Christian world as Ἑλληνό-

πολις for its enduring tradition of Greek pagan science and philosophy, Hermeticism, and
astral religion; and Pingree conjectures that eophilus studied in

˙
Harrān during the first

half of his life. See Pingree (), – for a summary of eophilus’ life and works.
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his writings), known in Arabic as ūf̄ıl ibn ūmā, was the first notable
astrologer of the Arabic era. He influenced and is quoted by his junior
colleague at the #Abbāsid court, Māshā"allāh, as well as by Sahl, al-Qa

˙
srānı̄,

and others, and through them played an important part in shaping Arabic-
language astrology. In short, if a compendium of such astrology—including
works by Sahl and possibly al-Kindı̄—reached India at some point after the
ninth century, and if it contained excerpts from a Byzantine author, that
author would very likely be eophilus.

Conclusion

From our original list of five early authorities cited in Tājika works—
Yavana, Khindi, Hillāja, Khattakhutta and Romaka—three have vanished:
yavana a mere general designation employed by Balabhadra for apologetical
purposes, hillāja and khattakhutta technical terms misinterpreted, proba-
bly by a translator ignorant of Persian. e two remaining names repre-
sent shadowy but probably historical figures: the first rather more likely to
be Ya#qūb al-Kindı̄ than an unidentified ‘Indian’, the second just possibly
identical with eophilus of Edessa. Of the Tājika writings so far exam-
ined, nothing can be attributed with certainty to either author; rather, an
important contributor is al-Kindı̄’s senior contemporary Sahl ibn Bishr,
whose name is not mentioned by Balabhadra. One possible reason for this
omission would be the existence of a compendium, including excerpts from
different authors but mistakenly attributed to al-Kindı̄ alone, employed by
the earliest Indian translators as their source for Tājika teachings.
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